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Abstract. In this paper we try to determine the properties of different galactic components
(2 < r < 12kpc) using radial pulsating stars (RPS stars) as tracers. For RPS stars in Galaxy
we use a quasi-seismological inversion method (Post Theoretical Mass Method, PTM) which
allows us to determine the mass M and the abundance Z for each star. Based on PTM method
and using RPS stars as tracers we could determine the chemical structure and evolution of the
Galaxy: abundance gradients and segregation between different evolutionary populations. This
method is planned to be extended further using the RPS star observed by the KEPLER space
mission.
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1. Abundance gradients in Galaxy using Cepheids as tracers
Abundance gradients across different kind of galaxies provide fundamental constraints

on the chemical evolution of these objects and on the plausibility of the physical assump-
tions adopted in chemical evolution models. Although the abundance gradients have been
the cross-road of several empirical and theoretical investigations, we still lack quantitative
constraints on the observed spread in chemical composition at fixed distances in galaxies.
Moreover, we need to assess whether different tracers to study the fine structure of the
abundance gradients.

Cepheids, when compared with other tracers in galaxies (open clusters, HII regions,
B-type stars, PN) present several advantages to evaluate elements abundances in different
kind of galaxies:
• They are luminous and easily identified objects;
• They are ubiquitous across galaxies;
• Their spectra show a wealth of well defined lines, therefore, accurate abundance

measurements of iron and heavy elements can be provided.
In this paper we use two methods to determine abundances of the Cepheid stars:
• The theoretical inversion (quasi-asteroseismic) method (Post Theoretical Mass Method

PTM);
• The observational spectral method.

2. PTM theoretical method
The Post-theoretical Mass Method represents a combination of the pulsational and

evolutive mass relations and represents an extension of the Theoretical Mass Method of
Cox (1980), using the equations:

Pobs =Pth [(M,L, Te), (Y,Z), (lM LT , κ,EOS)]
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Te =Te [Ag (ag , bg )]
log Lpuls =f1 [(P, Te,M), (Y,Z),Δ] = f1 [(P, Te,M), (Y, aZ , bZ ),Δ]

log Lev =f2 [(M, t9), (Y,Z), (lM LT , κ,EOS)]

where (Y,Z) represents the abundances in He and heavy metals ([Fe/H] ∝ [Z/X]),
t9 age of the star; (lM LT , κ,EOS) - the ingredients of the stellar evolutive calculations;
(M,L, Te) - the physical parameters of the star, and where
• The first relation represents the asteroseismic relation between the observed and the-

oretical period values (radial pulsating modes), where the theoretical period was inferred
from a linear non-adiabatic model (Suran 1985, 1986, 1990).
• The second relation is a temperature-amplitude relation in a g pass-band: log Te =

agAg + bg

• The third relation must be a variant of the general (P −L−M−Te −Y −Z) relation:

log L = a0 log M + [a + b log P + c log Te ] + dY + e[Fe/H] + fΔ

• The fourth relation represents the accommodation of our results with the points in
the evolutive HR diagram. The input parameters are: {P,Ag} and the output parameters
are: {(M,L, Te), [Z/X]}.

3. PTM method results
PTM method application: 9 Cepheids in Galactic disk (6.5 < RG < 10.5) and abun-

dance gradient -0.0203 dex, 7 Cepheids in Galactic disk (6.5 < RG < 8.5) and abundance
gradient -0.0653 dex.

Figure 1. Galactocentric abundances using Cepheids as pulsators.
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